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Abstract

In mobile computing, power is a hmited r=ouce. Like
other devices, communication devices need to be prop
erly managed to conserve energy. In this paper, we
prment the design and implementation of an innovative
trartspori level protocol capable of significantly reduc-
ing the power usage of the communication device. The
protocol achieves power savings by selectively choosing
short periods of time to suspend communications and
shut down the communication device. It manages the
important task of queuing data for future dehvery during
periods of communication suspension, and decides when
to restart communication. We *O address the tradeoff
between reducing power consumption and reducing delay
for incoming data.

We present resdts from experiments using our imple-
mentation of the protocol. Th=e experiments measure
the energy consumption for three simrdated communica-
tion patterns and compare the effects of different suspen-
sion strategies. Our r-tits show up to an 83~0 savings
in the energy consumed by the communication. This can
translate to a 6-9% savings in the energy consumed by
an entire high end laptop or a savings of up to 40% for
current hand-held PCs. The resdting delay introduced
is sm~ (0.4-3.1 seconds depending on the power man-
agement level).

1 Introduction

In today’s world of mobile commtications, one of the
most precious commodities is power. The mobile host
can ody operate as long as its battery maintains power.
New machines are being made to use less power dewing
for smder batteries with smfler capacities. The trend
in mobile computing is towards more communication-
dependent activities, with mobile users switching from
traditiortd wired Ethernet communication to wireless com------
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munication (using wirel-s Ethernet cards, for example).
When inserted, many wireless communication devices
consume energy continuously. Although dependent on
the specific machine ad wireless device, this energy con-
sumption can represent over 5070 of total system power
for current hand-held computers and up to 10% for high-
end laptops. These trends make it imperative that we
design power-efficient communication subsystems.

Various techniques, both hardware and software, have
been proposed to reduce a mobile host’s power consump
tion during operation. Most softwar-level techniques
have concentrated on non-communication components of
the mobile host, such as displays, disks and CPUS. In
particdar, researched have looked at methods to turn
off the display after some period of inactivity (as often
implemented in BIOS or screen savers), to spin down the
hard dsk of the mobile host [7, 9, 16], and to slow down
or stop the CPU depending on work load [8, 17, 24]. The
principle underlying the tetilques for controfing these
components is to estimate (or guess) when the device wi~
not be used and suspend it for those interv~. Stemm et.
d [23] have identified the problem of excess energy con-
sumption by network interfaces in had held devices, and
have provided trac~driven simrdation restits for simple
softwar~level timeout strategies. The new IEEE 802.11
standard that is being adopted by some vendors adopts
lower level solutions (at the MAC and PHY layer) to
support id~time power management. Hardwarelevel
solutions for managing the communication device focus
on moddating the power used by the mobile transmitter
during active communication [21, 22, 19].

Our r=earch presented in this paper focuses on software
level techniques for managing the mobile host’s commu-
nication device through suspension of the device during
ide periods in the communication. We present a novel
transport level protocol for managing the suspend/resume
cycle of the mobile host’s communication device in an
effort to reduce power consumption. The management
of communication devices creates a new and inter= t-
ing ~~enge not present when managing other devices’
power consumption. Similar to hard disks and CPUS,
the communication devices continuously draw power U-
Iess they can be suspended. A suspended hard disk or
CPU can be restarted by any user requiring that device.
However, when a communication device is suspended,
the mobile host is effectively cut off from the rest of the
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network. A mobtie host with a suspended communica-
tion device can ordy guess about when other hosts may
have data destined for it. If the suspension of the mobile
host’s communication does not match prevaihng commu-
nication patterns, the isolation can cause btiers to over-
flow both in the mobile host and in other hosts trying
to communicate with it. Additiondly, other hosts may
waste precious resources trying to commticate with the
mobile host if they have no knowledge about whether or
not the mobde host’s communication is suspended.

Our god is to provide mechanisms for managing and
reducing the power consumption of the commtication
device. We present a simple model for mobile communi-
cation that provides adaptable functiontity at the tr~
port layer for suspending and resuming communication.
By exposing this function~ty to the apphcation, we en-
able apphcation-driven solutions to power management.
Power savings are attained by suspending communica-
tions and the communication device for short periods
of time. During these suspensions, data transmissions
are queued up in both the mobile host and any other
host trying to communicate with the mobile host. The
key to balancing power savings and data delay hes in
identifying when to suspend and restart communications.
By abstracting power management to a higher level, we
can exploit application-specific information about how
to balance power savings and data delay.

Intuitively, power conservation is achieved by accumu-
lating the power savings from many sm~ ide periods.
We, however, need to be careti to monitor any addi-
tiond energy consumption caused w~e executing the
suspend/resume strategies. Addition~y, we need to con-
sider the effect on other hosts who are trying to commu-
nicate with the suspended mobde host. A base station
using our protocol has enough knowledge about the state
of the mobde host to know when it is suspended and
can use this information to help employ schedfing tech-
niques. We implemented our protocol and experimen-
tdy determined its effect on power consumption and
the qufity of communication. Using three simdated
users designed to capture typical moblIe, commtication
pattern, we obtained 48-83% savings in the power con-
sumed by the communication subsystem, while introduc-
ing a smd additiond response delay (0.4-3.l seconds
depending on the power management level) that is ac-
ceptable for many applications, Eke web browsing.

In Section 2, we present our basic mobile communication
model, and the important issues in power management
for communication. In Section 3 we present our power
management protocol and discuss the effect of timing
issues on the effectiveness of our protocol. Section 4 de
scribes our experimental setup and the communication
patterns used in ow experiments. We then present mea-
surements horn the implementation of our protocol and
discuss the resdt.s in the context of several red systems.
In Section 5, we discuss adaptive control strategies.

problems. These problems include different loss char-
act eristics and Merent bandwidth capabihties on the
wired and the wireless Erie, synchronization of discon-
nected operations, and issues involving packet forward-
ing. These problems pose significant ch~enges for end-
t~end communication protocok. Two types of modek
have been studied [2]. The fit model exploits the natu-
ral hop existing in the communication route to a mobde
host. Standard communication protocok are used by
wired hosts to a base station and specified protocok
are used for the fi~ hop from the base station to the
mobile hosts [1]. The second model utitizes and tunes
existing end-t ~end protocok, providing help and hints
along the way [3].

We target our approach at the transport layer, where we
provide a set of mechanisms that flow communication to
be suspended and resumed. We assume a modd where
the mobde host is communicating with the rest of the
network through a base station. This base station may
be a proxy, or it may be the connection point for end-
t~end communication with other hosts. Often, defing
with moblhty does not fit into the standard seven layer
model. By exposing power management techniques to
the apphcation, we provide a system-level solution aimed
at end-t~end communication. For our experiments in
this paper, we concentrate on the communication be-
tween the mobile host and the base station, and for clar-
ity assume that fl commtication to and from the m~
bfle host is directed through one spefic base station.
This work can be extended to include changing base sta-
tions through techniques sidar to those used in [1, 3].

Current wireless communication devices typicdy oper-
ate in two modes: transmit mode and receive mode.
The transmit mode is used during data transmission.
The receive mode is the defatit mode for both receiv-
ing data and hstening for incoming data. Much of the
time, the wireless communication device sits ide in re-
ceive mode, and, wtie the power required for reception is
less than the power required for transmission, this power
consumption is not neghgible. The IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard provides for some power management at the lower
(MAC or PHY) layers. Comptiant cards can exchange
information about outstanding data to decide on when
to wake up suspended cards. There are ongoing efforts
to provide IEEE 802.11 comphant support for power
management by introducing new features into the next
generation wireless communication cards [11]. An ap
preach that reties solely on techniques provided by the
device (e.g., the s02.11 standard) cannot take applica-
tion specific information into consideration when deter-
mining power management strategies. Researchers have
&o considered hardware-level solutions to provide low
power communication capabihties [21, 22, 19]. Such SG
Iutions reduce the power cost of operating in either one
of the modes, and are orthogonal to our approach which
addrmses the amount of time the device spends in each
mode.

Logical areas to look for softwarelevel power conserva-
2 Communication Model and Power Management tion in communication are tw~fold. Since data transmi~

sion is expensive, we can reduce the time spent in trans-

The introduction of wireless finks into communication mission. This can be achieved by data reduction tech-

systems based on wired finks has posed a number of niques and inte~gent data transfer protocols. The ob
vious technique of data compression reduces the amount
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of transmission time, but requires additiond CPU cy-
cles for performing compression. The connection be
tween compression and communication rates is studied
in [5]. Through simple experiments, we observed that,
com~idenng the current power requirements of CPUS ver-
sus wireless communication devic=, the benefit in terms
of power savings from reduced communication time of-
ten outweighs the increased energy consumption costs
for compression. Intetigent data transfer protocok can
be used to reduce the effect of noisy connections that
cause power-expensive retransmission of lost messages.
Our continuing research addresses the assessment of the
effects of different techniques for data reduction, includ-
ing reduced rehabihty requirements, and their effect on
both power reduction and communication qutity.

The second area, and the emphasis of this paper, is the
cost of leaving the communication device sitting ide dur-
ing periods of no communication activity. During such
ide periods, the communication device &aws power fis-
tening for incoming data. Our god in this work is to
reduce the amount of time the device sits ide drawing
power by judiciowly suspending it. Suspending a wire
1=s communication device is sifiar to slowing a CPU
in that there are some smfl power costs associated with
suspension and resumption. As mentioned in Section 1,
the diffidt part here is to ded with when to suspend
and resume the communication device, how to ded with
the mobile host being unreachable at times, and how
to address the issue of not losing en-route data. Our
protocol and its implementation presented here address
these problems. Since the protocol itse~ generates ad-
ditiond communication during these ide periods, there
needs to be a balance between when it is beneficial to use
the power management techniques, and when we shodd
leave the device on continuously.

In contrast to the solutions proposed by the IEEE 802.11
standard, we beheve that power management shodd be
contro~ed by the mobile host, potentidy even the apph-
cat ion. By providing power control at the transport layer
(or above), we can provide power management interfaces
to the application, flowing the apphcation to better con-
trol the communication, enabhng adaptive power man-
agement driven by the needs of the apphcation. Specif-
ic~y, communications using the IEEE 802.11 standard
wi~ always pay the overhead of delays imposed by using
power management, while our techniques Wow the appli-
cation to determine when such delays are too high, and so
adapt power management Ievek. Stemm et. d [23] have
dso investigated methods for reducing power consump
tion of network interfaces, specificity targeting their re
search at hand-held devices. Their research suggests
application-specific solutions to such problems. In con-
trast, our research provides a general solution capable of
hosting various strategies, both static and adaptive. Our
measurements are with a red implementation of a power
management protocol in an experimental setup. We are,
therefore, able to observe the effects of the queuing of
data and the red effect of extra energy consumption by
such a protocol. We measure the power consumption in
the context of the entire system, considering such costs
as message processing and disk accesses, for various sim-
tiated worMoads that we expect mobile users to perform.

3 Communication-Based Power Management

Currently, a typical mobile host leaves its wirelms Eth-
ernet card in receive mode during the time it is not be-
ing used, tiess the user exphcitly remov= the card.
The technique described in this section provides mecha-
nisms to extend battery hfetime by suspending the wire-
less Ethernet card during ide periods in communication.
At the heart of the technique ties a protocol where the
mobile host acts as a master and teh the base station
when data transmission can occur. When the mobile
host wakes up, it sends a query to the base station to see
if the base station has any data to send. This permits
communication device suspension at the mobile host, and
enables the implement ation of communication schedd-
ing techniques at the base station. The suspend/resume
cycle resdts in bursts of communication that may be
fo~owed by periods of inactivity. Mthough producing
such bursty communication may incur addition~ delay,
bursty communication patterns lend themselves we~ to
efficient schedting techniques.

With the suspension of a communication device, a mobile
host wi~ experience an additiond delay in data transmi~
sion since data on both the sending and receiving sides
may be held up during suspension. The mobile host can
monitor its own outgoing communication pat terns to in-
sure that, despite these suspension times, communication
continues smootMy without btier ovetiow. The base
station, on the other hand, has no means to restart com-
munication if it notices that it is running out of btier
space. It is up to the mobile host to understand the base
station’s expected communication patterns so that the
btiers at the base station do not ovetiow. In order to ef-
ficiently use our power management techniques, our com-
munication layer must monitor the communication pat-
terns of the mobde host and match the suspend/resume
cycle to these patterns.

The protocol we describe in this section dews a mobile
host to suspend a wireless communication device. Pen-
odic~y, or by request from the apphcation, the protocol
wakes up and reinitiates communication with the base
station. In the rest of this section, we wi~ describe our
power management protocol in detail and discuss the sig-
nificance of some of the timing parameters. Appendix A
describes in detail the commands used by the protocol
and the possible states and state transitions for both the
master and slave.

3.1 Power Management Control Protocol

In this protocol, the mobile host is the master and the
base station acts fike a slave. The slave is ody allowed
to send data to the master during specific phases of the
protocol. During non-transmit phases, the slave queues
up data and waits for commands from the master. Ide
periods for both the master and the slave can be detected
through the use of idle timers or indicated to the protocol
from the apphcation. In the protocol state diagrams for
the master and the slave (Figure 1 and Figure 2), IN:

indicates an input event that can be either an incoming
message or a timeout, Q: indicates the state of the queue,
and OUT: indicates an outgoing response message.
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As shown in Figure 1, the slave is initifized to be in
the SLEEPINGmode. It can ody leave that mode upon a
HAKE-Wmessage from the m=ter. If the slave has data
to send, it wi~ enter the SENDAECVmode. The slave win
stay in this mode until it has detected that it has no more
data to transmit, whereupon, it wiU send a DDNEmessage
to the master, enter the RECEIVINGmode, and continue
receiving until it receives a SLEEPmessage. If during this
time the slave detects that there is new data to transmit,
it wi~ send a NEUDATAmessage to the master and enter
the RECEIVINGYAITmode. The slave can ody start to
transmit when it receives a HAKE~ message. If a SLEEP
message is received first, the waiting data stays buffered
and is not transmitted until the next resume cycle.

Although the state diagram for the master (Figure 2) is
much more complex, we can see that the states may be
partitioned into three sets. The tit set (SLEEPING)con-
cerns the m=ter when it is sleeping. When the master
is in the SLEEPINGmode, it can be woken up by one of
two triggers: a wakeup timer or new data to transmit.
If the wakeup timer expires, the master sends a WAKE-W
message along with any new data to the slave. If there
is new data to transmit to the slave before the wakeup
timer expires, the master has the option to wakeup and
transmit this new data, or continue sleeping and queue
up the data until the timeout expires.

The second set of states (SENDINGXAIT,WAITING,and
HAIT~OR~K) concerns the master when it is waiting for
a response from the slave about whether or not the slave
has data to send. In the SENDINGJAITmode, the master
is transmitting data and in the WAITINGmode it has no
data to transmit. When the master receives a response
from the slave in the form of a DATAor a NODATAmessage,
the m=ter enters the appropriate state in the third set.
AdditionMy, if while in the SENDINGXAITmode an ide
timer expires indicating that, the master has no more
data to send, the master enters the WAITINGmode and
continues waiting for a response from the slave. In the
WAITYOR~K mode, the master has told the slave that it
shodd sleep and is waiting for a SLEEP~Kmessage.

When the mxter is in one of the finrd set of states
(SENDING,sEND/REcv,and RECEIVING),itis actively send-
ing and/or receiving data. In the SENDINGmode, the
m=t er may receive a NEWDATAmessage from the slave.
The master responds with a WAKE~ message and enters
the SENDINGflAITmode. When neither the master nor
the slave have ay more data to send, the master sends
a SLEEPmessage and enters the WAITXOR~K mode.

Wireless connections are very susceptible to interference
from both external devices and other wireless devices us-
ing the same settings or t~ng to the same base station.
By ~~ing this protocol, we provide the base station with
~<em information about the communication patt ems of
the mobile host. Wthough not required by the prot~
CO1,the master can inform the slave of its sleep time,
or the slave can suggest appropriate sleep times to the
m=ter. If the protocol is used such that ody prespeci-
fied timeouts trigger restarting communication, the slave
can design a communication schedting algorithm based
around the known sleep time of the master. Addition-
dy, if the sleep times for the master are sufficiently long,
the slave can save any data destined for the master to
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disk. This win free the b~er space being used by the
data destined for the master so it can be used for other
active communications.

3.2 Wining Considerations

Timing is a key issue for both the performance of the
mobile host as we~ as the amount of power that can
be saved. If the wireless Ethernet card is suspended too
often, the user wi~ see lags in data transfer performance.
On the other hand, if it is not suspended long enough,
the gain in battery fife time may be undetectable.

In order to determine when the card shotid be suspended,
the protocol needs to determine the communication pat-
terns for both sender and receiver. There are two ways
by which ide periods in the communication can be de-
tected. The first, and simplest, is when the apphcation
can actudy inform the protocol that it doesn’t have any
data to send. This requires a more complex apphcation
that has information about its communication patterns.
The second method is to use a timer set with a timeout
period. If the timer expires and no communication has
occurred since the last expiration, the protocol concludes
that there is an ide period in the communication. The
appropriate timeout period depends on the requirements
of the apphcation. Timeout periods that are too short
may cause the protocol to go to sleep prematurely, r~
salting in poor response time for apphcations dependent
on communication. On the other hand, timeout periods
that are too long may cause the protocol and the com-
munication device to remain active for unnecessdy long
periods of time, wasting precious energy.

The other timing parameter js the sleep duration which
defines how long the master shotid keep the communi-
cation suspended. The appropriate sleep duration &o
depends on the requirements of the apphcation. Longer
sleep periods win cause longer lags in any interactive ap
pficatjons. Shorter sleep periods wi~ not extend battery
hfetime appreciatively. The application needs to deter-
mine the appropriate tradeoff for battery fifetime versus
delay. In many instances, the expected time and data
size for the response to a request initiated by the mobile
host can be estimated. This includes, for example, ap
p~cations me mail, web browsing, md fle transfer. In
this context, hints provided by the apphcation codd be
very helpfti. In our experiments reported in Section 4,
we examine the effects of fixed timeouts that require no
apphcation support and can be implemented within the
transport layer. Adaptively varying the timeouts or w
ing learning techniques are discussed in Section 5.

A mobile host that is running mtitjple applications can-
not base jts power strategy on the expected communica-
tion patterns of a single application. In this situation,
the power management protocol must take hints about
sleep/wake up durations for ~ executing applications.
By exposing power management to the apphcation, and
hence to the user, our power management protocol can
be guided in the appropriate ~ocation of resources.

A find consideration is the time required to wakeup and
shut down the specific wireless network card. Our pr~
tocol is designed to be independent of the specific card
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being used. Since our techniques address issues regard-
ing the end-t ~end transmission of data, we assume that
this wakeup time is minimal in comparison to the total
transfer time. Although this may not be true for all de-
vices currently, the interface standards proposed ]n [10]
suggest that future devices will provide relatively inex-
pensive transitions between waking and sleeping states.

4 Experiments

The god of our experiments is to show that, by using
our power management techniques, we can save a sig-
nificant amount of the power consumed by the wireless
Ethernet card. The tradeoff is an increased transmission
delay observed by the receiver. First we will present our
experimental setup and the user communication patterns
used in our experiments. We win then show the impact
of the power management techniques in the context of
these user communication patterns. Fln~y, we will dis-
cuss our results in the context of several red systems.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In order to determine the impact of our power manage
ment techniques, we measure the power consumption of
a wireless Ethernet card under varying conditions. In
our experiments, we use a 915MHz Lucent WaveLAN
PCMCIA wireless Ethernet card that can transmit data
up to 150KBps. It provides three power modes: tran~
mit, receive and suspend, and does not perform power
management at the MAC layer. The system is cofig-
ured as shown in Figure 3, with a wireless Ethernet in a
NEC Versa 6320 laptop (the mobile host) communicating
with a Gateway Solo 22OO(the base station) using a sec-
ond WaveLAN PCMCIA card, both machines running
Linux. We plugged the laptop into a universal power
supply (UPS) to filter out voltage fluctuations. Our mti-
timeter samples the current 11-12 times a second. From
these samples and the output voltage of the UPS, we can
monitor the power being used by the computer.

Figure 3: Experimental Setup

To determine the power consumption of the entire com-
puter, we monitor the current being drawn from the
transformer by the computer. This trace of current read-
ings (11-12 readings a second), when integrated over
time, provides us with the tot d energy and average power
consumed during that time period. From basetine infor-
mation we coHected about the necessary energy to run
an ide computer, we can compute the cost of communi-
cation. This cost of communication includes the energy
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consumed by the communication device and any energy
consumed by the CPLTand hard disk due to the commu-
nication. Each experiment was performed over a period
of 30 minutes to provide sufficiently long samples. To en-
sure stablfity in our reported numbers, we repeated our
experiments several times for each scenario. The resdts
presented in this section were taken from specific sam-
ple runs. Each individud run was chosen from a set. of
qualitatively similar runs of a particdar experiment

According to specifications from the manufacturer [18],
the power requirements of the WaveLAN card are those
shown in Table 1, Column 2. Column 3 in Table 1
shows the power requirements measured during our ex-
periments without any power management. The mea-
surements for receive mode were taken while the com-
puter was ide, which imphed no extra disk or CPU ac-
tivity. As mentioned earfier, the power consumption for
transmission includes any incidentd CPU and hard disk
power consumed to effect communication. It is interest-
ing to note that the transmitter is rarely at fti power for
long periods of time. We observe that our measurements
of the power required while the device is in either mode
are very dose to the documented specification.

State Documented Measured
WaveLAN - suspended Ow Ow
WaveLAN - receive 1.48W 1.52W
WaveLAN - transmit 3.00W 3.1OW

Table 1: Power Requirements of the Lucent WaveLAN
PCMCIA Wireless Ethernet card.

We chose Linux as a research platform becaw~e of the
available source code for both the PCMCIA driver and
the WaveLAN driver. In order to suspend the WaveLAN
card in Linux, a system cfl to the kernel is used to send
a suspend command to the WaveLAN driver. Suspension
stops the receive unit, turns off the card, and updates the
status of the PCMCIA device, removing its entry from
any routing tables. This update generates an unwanted
disk access. We modified the WaveLAN driver to update
the status, but to leave the routing tables untouched,
and called this the “sleep mode”. Switching from active
mode to sleep mode is now a matter of ody the system
cd to the kernel and does not access the disk. Similarly,
to wake up the WaveLAN card, a system cd to the ker-
nel is used to restart the receive unit on the WaveLAN
card. The next generation of WaveLAN cards wi~ have
a DOZE mode [11] that wi~ provide a quicker transition
from active to DOZE than the transition from active to
suspended in the current model. Our power management
protocol was implemented in the context of an adaptive
communication framework that provides dynamic pro
tocol configuration support to the apphcation [14, 13].
Through the use of the framework interface, the apphca-
tion can set and change specific protocol parameters.

4.2 Communication Patterns

The communication patterns used in our e~eriments
are designed to simdate different types of users. The
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amounts of data transmitted and received and the ide
patterns of the users are varied randomly over time. The
communication patterns are chosen to model three “typ
icdm users. Table 2 presents the minimum, maximum
and average amount of data in a transmission for each of
th=e users. For the simtiated web users, a transmission
from the mobile host triggers mtitiple responses from the
base station to simdate the mtitiple ties needed for a
web page. The average number of responses is shown in
the count column of Table 2. Table 3 shows the timing
patte- for the same users. Each user is d=cribed by
a transmission cycle. During this cycle, the mobde host
transmits and receives the amounts of data= described
in Table 2. When considered with the ide times shown
in Table 3, we can see the total amount of time per cycle
that the mobde host spends transmitting, receiving and
sitting ide. Our god is to suspend the communication
device during as much of th-e ide times as possible.

The fit pattern (WEB) simtiates a user browsing the
web. The amount of data transmitted is relatively in-
significant in comparison to the amount of data received.
The sleep time represents the amount of time the user
wodd spend reading a page before going on to the next
one. Ea& request transmitted by the mobile host tri-
ggersa number of responses. The delay between these
responses is varied from O to 15 seconds to simtiate r~
sponses from a busy web server. The second pattern
(JW) simdates a user working on a joint project over
the wireless LAN. This user occasion~y transmits and
receives large pieces of their work. There is no connection
between transmissions from the mobile and transmis-
sions from the base station. The third pattern (EMAIL)
simdates a user that mostly transmits and receives &
md messages. This user is ide most of the time be
tween transmissions, and the size of the transmissions
are relatively smfl.

energy consumption. During ide periods in the commu-
nication, the overhead is due to the cost of waking up the
WaveLAN card, transmitting a query to the base station
and putting the card to sleep immediately since there
is no data to receive. Our resdts show that, even with
relatively short sleep times, this overhead is stti signifi-
cantly less than the energy consumed by the WaveLAN
card had it been left in receive mode.

Our experiments produce a trace of the power measure
ments from the mdtimeter. Plotting these traces giv=
us a good, intuitive underst ading of the effect of ~ow-
ing the wireless Ethernet card to sleep for short periods
of time. In each graph in Figure 4, we compare two
trac~ of the power consumed by the ide communica-
tion subsystem ~.e., when there is no actual transmi-
sion or reception). In Figure 4a, the sleep duration is
1 second, ad in Figure 4b, the sleep duration is 2 sec-
onds. The first trace, the flat Ene at 1.5W marked by
the diamonds, shows “the power consumed by the com-
munication when no power management is performed.
The second trace, the tine at OW with occasional spikes
marked by the plus signs, shows the power consumption
with our power m~agement protocol turned on.

We can see from the two traces that the power consum~
tion is approximately 1.5W 1=s when the WaveLAN card
is suspended. For the fit trace, the power consumption
stays at 1.5W since the communication device is always
powered on. For the second trace, the power consurnp
tion is near zero most of the time, but spikes up at re~ar
interv~. Three spikes are caused by the protocol wak-
ing up and sending a query to the base station to see if
there is any data waiting to be sent. By comparing the
two graphs, we can see that the overhead for transmit-
ting the queries is going to increase as the sleep duration
gets shorter. Fi~e 5(a) shows the percent savings of
using our protocol during ide periods when compared

Typical mobile users tend to perform each of the above to no power management.
activities to some degree. From that point of view, the
patterns prmented above categorize users according to

Figure 5(b) shows a trace during the transmission of a

their main activity. The god of the adaptive techniques message to the base station. As we can see, the power

discussed in Section 5 are to dynamic~y find appropri- consumption for both traces is the same during the trans-

ate timeouts for user performing such activities. mission. The difference ties in the fact that after the
transmission is complete, the trace using power manag-
ment shows the effect of suspending the wireless Ethernet

4.3 Results on the power consumption.

In this section, we consider the resdts from our exper- 4.3.2 Power Savings for Communication Patterns
iments in the context of the effects of our power man-
agement protocol on the energy consumed by the com-
munication. This energy consumption is affected by the
use of the CPU and the hard disk during communica-
tion. The savings we see come predominantly from the
reduced consumption by the wireless Ethernet card. In
Section 4.4, we discuss our resdts in the context of three
red systems. The effects of the power management on
a red system ~ depend on the power requirements of
the system itseE.

4.3.1 Protocol Power Consumption

In order to determine the longer term effects of power
management, we measure power consumption during com-
munication generated in the patterns discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2. In our experiments, we do not queue data at
the mmter; i.e., we always wake up the communication
device at the master if there is data to send. Figure 6
shows the resdts from our experiments in terms of the
percent of the total energy consumed by the communi-
cation that was saved by using our power management
protocol. For WEB, we see a 4&57% savings in the en-
ergy consumed by the communication. For JW, we see a
54-78% savings in the energy consumed by the commu-

When running the experiments with our management nication. In tie case of EM-AIL, we comp~e the resdts

techniques turned on, we incur some overhead in terms of of no power management with those of power manage
ment with sleep durations of 1 and 5 minutes. (Due to
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Data Tmnsmitted Data Received
Avg Avg

~n Max Avg Total Min Max Avg Total
Pattern (KB) (KB) (KB) Count (KB) (KB) (KB) (KB) Count (KB)
WEB 5 30 17.5 1 17.5 300 1200 750 10 7500
JW 5 500 227.5 1 227.5 5 500 227.5 1 227.5
EMAW 5 300 152.5 1 152.5 5 300 152.5 1 152.5

Table 2: Commtication Patterns for Tkee Simtiated Users

User Sleep Time Average Time Average
Mln M= Avg Transmitting Receiving Sleeping Percent

Pattern sec see) sec sec sec sec Sleeping
WEB 10 300 155 0.116 50 104.9 67.7%
JW 10 300 155 1.52 1.52 151.96 98%
EMA~ 10 600 305 1.02 1.02 302.96 99%

Table 3 Timing Patterns for Thee Simdated Users

6, t 6, I
NO Power Managent — NO Power Managent —
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the different time scale, th-e measurements are not in-
cluded in Figure 6.) These sleep durations resdt in a
savings of 81~0 and 83% of the power consumed by the
communication.

.~
o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Sleep Duration On semnds)

Figure 6: Savings for Communication Power ConsumP
tion

4.3.3 Delay

Power savings never come for free. In the context of com-
munication, this cost can be measured in delay. A sleep
duration of any length wi~ impose, on average, a delay of
hti the duration. This cost must be taken into consid-
eration when deciding how much power management to
use. In the context of a user that solely uses communica-
tion for email, a sleep duration of 1 minute is acceptable.
In re~ty, many email programs check md on the order
of every 5 minutes, and hence, such a sleep duration is
more representative of the common emd user. In con-
trast, a user who is working jointly across the network or
who is accessing web pages may not be wtig to accept
such delays. In these c=es, the sleep durations shotid
reflect the tolerance of the users to delays in receiving
data.

In the context of these experiments, we measure the
communication delay in terms of additiond transmission
time per user data block at the base station. (We never
queued data at the mobile machine.) We cdtiate this
delay by determiningg the amount of time that the fit
message in the data block was delayed. Once the first
message is sent, the rest wi~ fo~ow, and the delay to
those messages win depend purely on how quicMy the
data can be transmitted. It is easy to show that the
maximum additiond delay imposed by our protocol on
any data can never exceed the delay for the fit packet,
and hence, the numbers we pr-ent are a conservative es-
timate. We measure this delay by determining the time
the transmission request was sent to the communication
subsystem and the time when the data is fi~y sent.
Since mdtiple transmission requests may queue up at
the base station during large bursts of traffic, delays may
be incurred even when no power management is used.
Figure 7 shows the average added delay for a given sleep
duration for the WEB pattern. When no power manage
ment is used, the average added delay is approximateely
1 second. This increases, as we wotid expect, with in-
creased sleep duration.
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4.4 Impact on System Costs

Now we consider the power savings in the context of
three red machines (see Table 4). The experiments that
we have described were performed on the NEC Versa
6320. We *O measured the ide power consumption for
the Toshiba Libretto 60 with and without the WaveLAN
card and the ide power consumption for the HP Palmtop
PC 320LX. We then used the restits from Section 4.3,
running the experiments on the NEC, to estimate the
effect of the commtication patterns on the other two
machines. The Toshiba Libretto 60 is a smd laptop
that can run either Windows 95 or Linux. We wodd
expect similar power costs for the hard disk and CPUfor
this machine - we did for the NEC. The HP Pahntop
PC 320LX, on the other hand, runs Windows CE and
has no intern~ hard disk. This win probably change the
effect of power management on this type of machine. It
may be argued that a wireless card with the power profle
of WaveLAN is dkely to be used with an HP Pahntop
We machine. We simply use this as an example of the
trend towards h~hter, more power efficient machines that
have smd batt~ry capacity:

Power Requirements
Ide w/o I Ide w/

Table 4: Measured Power Requirements for Three Ma-
chines

The fit machine, the NEC Versa 6320, is a high end
machine that consum- 14W while sitting ide. In this
context, the 1.5W consumed by the WaveLAN card ody
represents approximately 10~0 of the power consumed
by the computer when it is ide. In comparison, a ma-
chine Eke the Toshiba Libretto consumes ody 7W when
ide. The 1.5W of the WaveLAN card now represents
approximately 18% of the power consumed by the com-
puter when it is ide. If we take this one step tither,
we can see that for a machine fike the HP Palmtop PC,
this percentage increases to over 50%. To compemate



for this problem, some manufactmere have introduced
wirdess Ethernet cards that have an internal battery, d-
althoughthey sti~ draw some amount of power from the
main battery. In this case, the power consumed from the
main battery by the ide device repr=ents approximately
10% of the entire system power of the HP. Mthough this
reduces the effect on the hfetime of the main battery,
we sti~ need to consider the effects on the battery for
the card itse~. Our techniques win work to extend the
Metimes of both batteries.

Considered in the context of the NEC, the resdts dis-
cussed in Section 4.3 show a 6.2-8.9~o savings for the
JW pattern and a 8.G9.5% savings for the WEB pattern.
If we now project these restits onto the other two ma-
chines, we see even better savings of the power consumed
by the entire system. Figure 8 compares the resdts for
the percent saved of the total system power for these
three machines over varied sleep durations. The crossing
of the plots for the WEB and JW patterns for the HP is
due to the fact that the power consumption of the com-
munication device is more than the power consumption
of the HP. Therefore, the better communication power
savings for the JW pattern dominates the resdts. This
is simply an artifact of the fact that the two pat tems
wi~ eventufly cross for fl c~es, as can be seen by the
plots for the Toshiba. Most importantly, we can see that
the trend toward machines We the Toshiba and the HP
make it imperative that we properly manage communica-
tion devices, since the power consumed by these devices
represents more and more of the total system power.
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5 Adaptive Motile Power Management

We have shown that power management for communi-
cation devices can extend battery Me. We *O see that
there is not one scheme that win fit d users or W ap
pticatione. This leads us to investigate mechanisms for
adapting power management Ievek during communica-
tion. The god of this paper is not to address the issue of
prediction, but provide the mechanism by which predic-
tive algorithms can be used to adjust power management
parameters; in partitiar, the timeout and sleep duration
parametem in our implementation.

The ided power management technique wotid sleep when-
ever there is no data to receive born the base station and
wake up for any incoming receptions as we~ ES te~ the
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base station exactly when to expect transmissions from
the mobile host. The god of adaptive power manage-
ment techniques is to be able to estimate when there
is data to transmit from either side. Poor prediction
can cause unsuccessfd power management and waste re-
sources such as btier space and bandwidth.

With our protocol, the sleep duration can be adapted
to fit the communication patterns of the apphcation. As
the sleep durations increase, we can see that the curve for
the amount of energy saved @ level off. This happens
as the savings reach the theoretical maximum savings
for the partidar communication pattern. The theoret-
ical hmit is reached when the communication device is
ordy active when there is actual data transfers occur-
ring. For sm~er sleep durations that are much sm~er
than the expected time between transmissions, the com-
munication device is sti~ active during some of the ide
period. As the sleep duration increases, the probability
that there is data waiting at the base station increases.
As an example, consider Figure 9 which shows the per-
cent of the total time spent sleeping for both the JW
and the WEB patt ems. As the sleep duration increases,
the percent of the total time spent sleeping approaches
the theoretical hmit (98% for JW and 67% for WEB; see
Table 3). From the fact that the sleep time for the WEB
pattern comes closer than the JW pattern to the optimal
sleep time, we can see that the power management tech-
niques that we used were more successfti for the WEB
pattern.

100
JW —

95 WEB ----- I

65 -------- ---... ---.. —..- ... ... ... . . . . . ..... . ............

80 I ‘..<.” I
o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Sleep Duration on seconds)

Figure 9: Percent of Total Time spent Sleeping

By providing an apphcation-level interface to our power
management protocol, app~catione can control the poE-
cies used for determiningg sleep duratiom. In this way,
apphcation-specific information can be used to determine
optimal adaptation strategies.

In the context of our experiments, we implemented a
simple adaptive algorithm similar to [6] for the web user.
The ~gorithm responds to communication activity by
reducing the sleep duration to 250 mi~seconds and re
acts to ide periods by doub~g the sleep dwation up to
5 minutes. We can use this simple algorithm because the
communication patterns of the web user are somewhat
predictable. A request from the mobde host expects md-
tiple responses from the b=e station. As the mobile host
notices that no more responses are avdable, it can de-
duce that either there are no more responses or that the
server is busy and the responses maybe delayed. For this
communication pattern, such m adaptive algorithm pr~

-- . ..—



tides a 58~0 savings in the power consumed by the com-
munication device. This savings is an improvement over
the 5 sec static sleep duration. We for the 5 second
sleep duration, we saw a 3.12 second additiond delay, for
the adaptive algorithm, we ody saw a 2.77 second delay.
This suggests that adaptive and predictive techniques
have merit in mobde communication power management
for communication applications. It *O demonstrates
that applying power management at the transport or
application layer has benefits. These techniques can be
used in conjunction with adaptive techniques used at the
MAC layer [4, 19].

An important aspect to keep in mind is that efficient pr~
diction or estimation is not always simple or usefi. Tak-
ing the communication patterns of mtitiple applications
wotid &o make adaptation more ch~enging. Learning-
theory based =timation techniques [15, 12] can provide
better adaptive algorithms for deciding when to power
off and when to turn back on the communication de
vice. Many such tetiques inherently try to estimate
the distribution generating the communication packets,
and hence app~cation provided hints help such estima-
tion techniques.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the important issue of
power management in mobile wireless commtication.
We have presented a novel transport-level protocol by
which a mobfle host can judiciously suspend and restart
its communication device, and by informing the basest a-
tion appropriately, not lose en-route data. We have pr~
sented experimental resdts from an implementation of
ttis protocol, and shown power savings of up to 83% for
communication. This translates to a savings of &9Yo in
terms of total system power for high end laptops, and can
represent up to 40% savings for current hand-held PCs.
When we consider the subset of our restits for emd and
web browsing applications in the context of hand-held
PDAs, our implementation resdts agree in large mea-
sure with the simtiation resdts in [23]. It is important
to note that if other components of the mobile machine
are managed bet ter, the relative improvement numbers
due to efficient power management of the communication
device wiu be more prominent. For most apphcations the
resdting sm~ additiond delay (e.g., 0.4-3.1 seconds for
some web browsing responses) shodd be acceptable.

Open problems include the development of inte~gent
techniques (e.g., learning-based methods) to -timate when
there is queued data at the base station, so that recep
tion delays can be reduced. Such techniques might *O
adapt the timeout choice for users with varied communi-
cation patterns. It wi~ be interesting to explore the cor-
rect APIs to provide to applications so that they can give
hints to the protocol about their communication pattern
fin the spirit of transparent informed prefetching [20]).
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A Power Control Protocol

Protocol Commands: During the course of commu-
nication both the master and the slave use commands
to inform the receiving side of state changes. Protocol
comman& are as fo~ows:
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PHC-CMD-UAKEXP:Used by the master to inform the slave
that it can wake up and transmit data if it h= any m-
sages queued up.
PMC-CMDHODATA:Used by the slave to inform the mxter
that upon wake up, the slave had no data to send.
PMC-CMDDATA:Used for any messages that simply con-
tains data.
PMC-CHDHEWDATA:Used by the slave to indicate to the
master that it now has data to transmit.
PMC-CMDDONE:Used by the slave to indicate the end of
data transmission.
PMC-CMDSLEEP:Used by the master to inform the slave
that it shodd go to sleep.
PMC-CMDSLEEP~K:Used by the slave to indicate that it
completed the sleep command.

Master Protocol: The mobile host has the responsi-
bi~ty of determining when communication takes place.
At any point in time, the master can be in one of the
fo~owing states:

PMCSTATESLEEPING:The protocol is sleeping and no
data can be transmitted or new data requests wti be
tiowed and a PMC-CHD-WAKE~is sent. Addition~y, no
data shodd be received when the protocol is sleeping.
PHC3TATESENDING:Ody the master is sending data.
Subsequent data requests are queued for transmission.
PHCSTATESENDINGHAIT:Ordy the master is sending data.
The slave has been queried for new data to send. Subs~
quent data requests are queued for transmission.
PMCSTATERECEIVING:Ody the slave is sending data.
New data requests wi~ be queued for transmission and
the master wi~ enter the PMCATATESENDRECVstate.
PMC~TATESENDAECV:Both the m=ter and the slave are
sending data. Subsequent data requests are queued for
transmission.
PMCSTATEXAITING:The m=ter woke up and has noth-
ing to send. It has sent a query to the slave to see if it
has any new data to send.
PMCSTATEJAITIOR~K: The master has determined that
communication shotid be suspended and is waiting for a
response from the slave.

Slave Protocol: The base station fo~ows the com-
mands of the master. At any point in time, the slave
can be in one of the fo~owing states:

PMCSTATEfiLEEPING:The protocol is sleeping and no
data can be transmitted. Upon receiving a message, the
slave wakes up and enters either the PMCSTATERECEIVING
state or the PMCSTATESEND~CV state, determined by
whether or not the slave has data to send.
PMCSTATE&ECEIVING:Ody the master is sending data.
New transmissions wi~ not be dewed. If new transmi~
sions are requested, the slave sends a PMC-CMDXEWDATA
message and enters the PMC~TATERECEIVING4AITstate.
PMC~TATERECEIVINGIAIT: Ody the master is sending
data. New transmissions wi~ not be flowed. Upon
receipt of a PMC-CHD-WAKE-Wmessage, the slave starts
transmitting and enters the PHC~TATESENDRECVstate.
PMC~TATE~ENDRECV:Both the master and the slave are
sending data, Subsequent data requests are queued for
transmission.
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